Ongoing/spontaneous pain behavior is associated with ongoing/spontaneous firing (SF) in adult DRG C-fiber nociceptors (Djouhri et al., 2006). Causes of this SF are not understood. We show here that conducting (sometimes called uninjured) C-nociceptors in neuropathic pain models with more hyperpolarized resting membrane potentials (Ems) have lower SF rates. Understanding the control of their Ems may therefore be important for limiting pathological pain. We report that TREK2, a leak K ϩ channel, is selectively expressed in IB4 binding rat C-nociceptors. These IB4 ϩ C-neurons are ϳ10 mV more hyperpolarized than IB4 Ϫ C-neurons in vivo (Fang et al., 2006). TREK2 knockdown by siRNA in these neurons in culture depolarized them by ϳ10 mV, suggesting that TREK2 is responsible for this ϳ10 mV difference. In vivo, more hyperpolarized C-nociceptor Ems were associated with higher cytoplasmic edge-TREK2 expression (edge-TREK2). Edge-TREK2 decreased in C-neurons 7 d after axotomy, and their Ems depolarized by ϳ10 mV. This again supports a contribution of TREK2 to their Ems. These relationships between (1) Em and TREK2, (2) SF rate and Em, and (3) spontaneous pain behavior and C-nociceptor SF rate suggested that TREK2 knockdown might increase spontaneous pain. After CFA-induced inflammation, spontaneous foot lifting (a measure of spontaneous pain) was (1) greater in rats with naturally lower TREK2 in ipsilateral small DRG neurons and (2) increased by siRNA-induced TREK2 knockdown in vivo. We conclude that TREK2 hyperpolarizes IB4 binding C-nociceptors and limits pathological spontaneous pain. Similar TREK2 distributions in small DRG neurons of several species suggest that these role(s) of TREK2 may be widespread.
Introduction
Spontaneous pain (ongoing pain without obvious cause or trigger) is rated as the worst aspect of many chronic pathological pain types (Backonja, 2003) . Firing in C-fiber nociceptors causes unpleasant burning-type pain (Baron, 2009) . There is growing evidence that spontaneous/ongoing firing in C-nociceptors is responsible for spontaneous pathological pain Kleggetveit et al., 2012) . The amount of spontaneous foot lifting (SFL), a behavioral measure of spontaneous pain, was strongly correlated with the rate of spontaneous firing (SFrate) in those C-nociceptors with conducting ("uninjured") fibers in neuropathic and inflammatory pain models, and SFL was unrelated to the percentage of conducting C-nociceptors with SF . The cause(s) of this firing remain(s) unknown, but neuronal excitability, which is strongly influenced by resting membrane potential (Em), is probably key. It is therefore important to determine how Em is controlled or modulated in C-nociceptors.
We study a K ϩ two-pore domain leak-channel (K2P) called TREK2 (TWIK-related K ϩ channel-2), also known as K2P10.1 and encoded by the KCNK10 gene. K2Ps are constitutively open (Noel et al., 2011) and are the main contributors to Em in DRG and other neurons (Enyedi and Czirják, 2010; Plant, 2012) . Cl Ϫ channels and voltage-sensitive K ϩ channels (e.g., M-current and/or K ATP ) may contribute to their Ems (Kawano et al., 2009; Rose et al., 2011) . However, Kang and Kim (2006) showed that at 37°C TREK2 contributed ϳ69% of the K ϩ standing current (responsible for the majority of Em) in a third of small-sized cultured neonatal rat DRG neurons; TRESK, expressed in all sizes of DRG neurons (Dobler et al., 2007) , contributed 16% and TREK1 12%. The relatively high TREK2 mRNA in rat DRGs (Marsh et al., 2012) supports TREK2 contributing substantially to Em in adult DRG neurons. However, properties of TREK2-expressing adult DRG neurons remained unexplored.
We initially observed selective colocalization of TREK2 in IB4 binding (IB4 ϩ ) small DRG neurons. IB4 ϩ DRG neurons are ϳ70% of rat C-nociceptors; most lumbar DRG C-neurons are IB4 ϩ , IB4 ϩ /trkA ϩ , or trkA ϩ , with each group contributing ϳ30% (Fang et al., 2005a . IB4 ϩ neurons innervate skin (where they penetrate the epidermis and express Mrgprd) (Zylka et al., 2005) , and viscera. They project to dorsal horn lamina IIi (Kitchener et al., 1993) and are thought to activate central pathways to regions, including the amygdala and hypothalamus, that contribute to the emotional/affective impact of pain (Braz et al., 2005) . They comprise 95% of rat P2X3
ϩ DRG neurons (Vulchanova et al., 1998) . IB4 ϩ rat C-neurons have more hyperpolarized Ems than IB4 Ϫ C-neurons Choi et al., 2007) , suggesting some hyperpolarizing influence.
We therefore examined: the chemical phenotype (IB4 binding, trkA expression, Nav1.9 expression) and sensory properties of TREK2 ϩ DRG neurons in vivo, how their Ems relate to their TREK2 expression, whether knocking down TREK2 affects their Ems, and whether TREK2 expression is altered after axotomy, when they are depolarized. Finally, based on our results, we hypothesized that TREK2 would reduce the likelihood of C-nociceptor SF, limiting spontaneous pain behavior, and we tested this in an inflammatory pain model.
Materials and Methods
All procedures in this study were conducted in accordance with the regulations of the United Kingdom Animal Scientific Procedures Act 1986, Home Office, United Kingdom. Female Wistar rats of 150 -180 g were used throughout. All experiments were terminated under deep terminal anesthesia (pentobarbital 60 -80 mg/Kg i.p.).
Removal and preparation of tissues
For immunocytochemistry, rats under terminal anesthesia were perfused through the heart with 0.9% saline followed by Zamboni's fixative. DRGs and dorsal roots were removed, after fixed for 20 min and stored overnight at 4°C in 30% sucrose in PBS; 7 m cryostat sections were taken the next day. For studies of immunocytochemistry alone (not after electrophysiology), series of 7 m transverse sections at 400 m intervals throughout the DRG were collected. For the siRNA in vivo study, longitudinal 5 m cryostat sections were cut of the proximal segment (below the knee) of the sciatic nerve branch innervating the skin of the lower leg. For intracellularly recorded dye-injected neurons (see below), serial transverse 7 m cryostat sections were cut throughout the DRG. For all studies, sections were placed on gelatin-coated slides and stored at Ϫ20°C, for subsequent immunocytochemistry.
Immunocytochemistry
All solutions were in PBS. Double or triple immunofluorescence was as previously published (Acosta and Davies, 2008; Acosta et al., 2012) . Double or triple immunofluorescence was as previously published (Acosta and Davies, 2008; Acosta et al., 2012) . Briefly, sections or cultures were permeabilized with 0.2% v/v Triton X-100 and blocked for 1 h at room temperature with 5% BSA ϩ 10% FCS. Tissue was incubated sequentially in the first primary antibody overnight at 4°C and then in fluorescence secondary antibody appropriate for that primary antibody for 1 h at room temperature. This complete cycle was repeated for each primary antibody. For IB4 binding, tissue was incubated in IB4 conjugated with Alexa-488 for 3 h at room temperature. Slides were mounted with Fluorsave (Calbiochem). Primary antibodies or IB4 were applied in the order indicated in the title of the merged image in each case.
Avidin biotin complex (ABC) immunocytochemistry. ABC immunocytochemistry was performed as described previously (Fang et al., 2005a; Fang et al., 2006; Acosta et al., 2012) . ABC was preceded by blocking of endogenous peroxidase and then of biotin-like activity followed by preincubation with 10% normal goat serum. Sections were next incubated in primary antibody in 0.05% Triton X-100 with 1% normal goat serum overnight at 4°C, and then in secondary antibody for 30 min at room temperature. Finally, DAB formed the colored reaction product. ABC kits (Vector Laboratories) were used.
For quantitative comparisons of immunostaining between treated and normal rats, all sections were incubated simultaneously and treated identically, including image capture, at all stages.
Primary antibodies and IB4. IB4 was conjugated with Alexa (1:500, Vector Laboratories). Primary antibodies were as follows. Rabbit anti-TREK2 (1:500, Alomone Labs) characterized by Alomone Labs by Lin et al. (2004) and in this paper (see Fig. 1A ); mouse anti-NF200 (RT97, 1:4000, gift from J.N. Wood, University College London, London, UK) (Lawson et al., 1984) , goat anti-trkA (1:2000, R&D Systems) (Saygili et al., 2010) , mouse anti-Nav1.8 (1:2000, NeuroMab, University of California at Davis, Davis, CA) fully characterized by , rabbit anti-Nav1.7 (1:200) (Toledo-Aral et al., 1997) , and rabbit anti-Nav1.9 (1:100) (O'Brien et al., 2008) ; both the last two were gifts from S.R. Levinson (University of Colorado School of Medicine, Aurora, CO).
TREK2 antibody characterization. We used a polyclonal anti-TREK2 antibody (Alomone Labs, APC-055) throughout. It was raised in rabbit against a C-terminal epitope of rat K 2P 10.1 (aa 475-494), which has 19/20aa homology with the human sequence. Western blots suggested this antibody is selective for TREK2 (Alomone Labs) (Lin et al. (2004) ). We examined its selectivity for TREK2, versus other K2P channels, because that had not been tested previously. All these K2P channels were heterologously expressed in HEK cells (see Fig. 1A ). HEK293 cells were grown on 12 mm coverslips in MEM containing 10% FBS until they reached 60 -80% confluence. They were then transfected with rat cDNAs encoding for different K2P channels using Fugene 6 (Roche). These cells were chosen because their native expression of most K2P channels is undetectable or very low. The K2P channels used were as follows: TWIK1, TREK1, TASK3, THIK1, THIK2, and TREK2, all subcloned in pCMV-SPORT. A chimeric TREK2-GFP construct containing an AlaPro-enriched poly-linker was also used. We subcloned rat TREK2 cDNA upstream of pAc-GFPN1 from Clontech Technologies. All plasmids were sequenced to confirm the correct reading frame. We found that TREK2-GFP expression peaked 48 -72 h after transfection, and we assumed that a similar time frame applied to the other K2P channels.
Secondary antibodies. For immunofluorescence, we used anti-rabbit Alexa-488 or Alexa-594 (1:400), anti-rabbit Pacific blue (1:100), antimouse Alexa-488 or Alexa-594 (1:400), and anti-goat Alexa-488 or Alexa-594 (1:400), all from Invitrogen. For ABC immunocytochemistry, we used biotinylated anti-rabbit (1:100) and anti-mouse antibodies (1: 100); for Western blot, anti-mouse peroxidase (1:4000) and anti-rabbit peroxidase (1:4000), all from Vector Laboratories.
Three days after transfection, the HEK cell cultures expressing the different K2P channels were washed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 4.2% sucrose (in PBS, pH 7.2) for 10 min at room temperature, rinsed with PBS, and processed for TREK2 immunocytochemistry with the rabbit anti-TREK2 antibody from Alomone Labs as described above. This antibody proved highly selective for TREK2 versus the other transfected K2Ps (see Fig.  1A ). In our Western blots (see Figs. 3A and 7A) , this antibody detected one (in DRG tissue) or two (in skin) bands of molecular weight (MW) appropriate for TREK2 (55 and 60 kDa) as previously shown (Simkin et al., 2008) .
Western blots
Western blots were performed as previously described (Acosta and Davies, 2008; Acosta et al., 2012) . Using Laemmli buffer supplemented with a protease inhibitor mixture (CompleteSTOP) and a phosphatase inhibitor mixture (PhosphoSTOP), both from Roche, total protein was extracted from the following: whole L4 -L5 DRGs, plantar skin, and 2 d cultures of DRG neurons. Protein concentration was estimated using the method of Bradford. Samples of ϳ20 g of total protein were run in 8 -10% PAGE gels (Bio-Rad) and transferred to a PVDF membrane (GE Healthcare) before blotting. Membranes were probed with 1:500 rabbit anti-TREK2 antibody (Alomone Labs) and then with 1:200 mouse anti-␤-tubulin III (clone SDL.3D10, Sigma) or 1:2000 mouse anti-␣-tubulin (clone AA13, Sigma) as a loading control. Membranes were developed using ECL-plus (GE Healthcare). collagenase in PBS, mechanically dissociated, plated onto round coverslips (Bellco) coated with 10 ng/mm 2 poly-D-lysine plus 1 ng/mm 2 laminin and kept in DMEM supplemented with N2 medium at 37°C in a 5% CO 2 incubator until used. Neuron density at plating was ϳ1 ϫ 10 5 neurons/ml. A single dose of 10 M ␤-D-ARAC controlled non-neural cell proliferation. The dissociation and culture process is equivalent to an extreme form of acute axotomy, causing deprivation of normally available targetderived and nerve-derived, trophic factors. Trophic factor supplements are therefore required to maintain a relatively normal phenotype in vitro. Cultures received mouse NGF 7S (10 ng/ml) and rat recombinant GDNF (20 ng/ml) (Preprotech). Both were dissolved in 0.1% BSA and were added daily with fresh N2 medium.
In vitro use and validation of small interfering RNA (siRNA) siRNAs, all from Ambion (Invitrogen), were reconstituted in siRNA dilution buffer and stored at Ϫ20°C until use. Six hours after plating, DRG neurons were transfected with 5 nM scrambled (scr) siRNA conjugated to 5Ј-carboxylfluorescein (FAM), or with 5 or 10 nM siRNA directed against rat TREK2 (KCNK10, locus ID 65272) plus 5 nM scr-FAM (to allow identification of likely transfected cells, see below). Transfection was with Gene Silencer siRNA transfection reagent (Genlantis) following the manufacturer's protocol. This transfection system works well in cultured DRG neurons (Wu et al., 2006) . Subsequent daily medium changes included 10 nM naked TREK2 siRNA.
The ability of the three different TREK2 siRNAs (A-C), to knock down TREK2 expression after 48 h in culture, was examined by Western blot (see Fig. 3 ). siRNA A (ID 192322: sense, 5Ј-GCUGCGAGUUUUCAAAtt-3; antisense, 3Ј-UUUGGAUAAAACUCGCAGCCca-5Ј) and B (ID 52706: sense, 5Ј-GGAGGAAUCUUUUGUAtt-3Ј; antisense, 3Ј-UACAAAAGAUUUUGCCUCCtt-5Ј) were both Silencer predesigned; siRNA C (ID s134824: sense, 5Ј-GCAGUCAGAAGAACACAAUtt-3Ј; antisense, 3Ј-AUUGUGUUCCUUCUGACUGCtc-5Ј) was Silencer Select predesigned. Silencer Select siRNAs are designed by Ambion using a highly demanding and successful algorithm and tested against multiple databases, including many thousands of targets, substantially eliminating those with off-target effects. siRNA C proved the most effective in knocking down TREK2. It exhibited similar potency at 5 and 10 nM. siRNA C, at a dose of 10 nM, was therefore used in all subsequent experiments. We conducted a BLAST search for the siRNA C sequence that covered all species and all known sequences. This search showed a 100% coverage of the rat KCNK10 gene. This is with an e-value of 4 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 (the smaller this value, the higher the selectivity of the primer or siRNA for a given target sequence). The next two possible targets (excluding whole fragments of cloned chromosomes not attributed to any specific gene) correspond to two proteins: Picalm (gene ID: 8301) and Skp1 (gene ID: 6500). Neither protein showed any known interactions with ion channels, let alone K2P channels (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/8301 and www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/6500). Furthermore, in both cases, the overlap between this siRNA C and the gene sequence for these two proteins is Ͻ60% and is, importantly, located in noncodifying regions. Their e-values are 5.9, which means that the binding of siRNA C to these mRNAs is orders of magnitude less effective than for KCNK10.
Fluorescence microscopy showed which neurons were transfected with the nontargeting FAM-labeled scr siRNA (see Fig. 3C ), indicating that these neurons were probably also successfully transfected with TREK2 siRNA.
Electrophysiology
Intracellular recording in vivo. Female Wistar rats were deeply anesthetized with Na ϩ pentobarbitone, initially with 60 mg/kg intraperitoneally, and then regularly supplemented with further doses of 10 mg/kg intravenously. After an L2-L6 laminectomy, the left L4 and L5 DRGs and their dorsal roots were exposed, and bone was removed from beneath the DRGs. A pool for liquid paraffin was made with skin flaps and dental impression material. This paraffin was maintained at ϳ30°C (28.5-32°C), whereas core temperature was 34 -35°C. The temperature at the neurons, somewhat warmed by circulating blood, would thus be between these values, and certainly lower than 37°C. Blood pressure was monitored. Drugs were delivered through an intravenous cannula. Before recording, a fine platinum platform lifted the DRG slightly away from the bone to minimize transmission of movement or vibration to the DRG. Then the dorsal root was cut near the spinal cord, lifted into the liquid paraffin, and placed over platinum bipolar stimulating electrodes. Finally, just before recording, muscle relaxant ( pancuronium, 1 mg/kg i.v.) and a top-up anesthetic dose of 10 mg/kg intravenously were delivered. These doses of both drugs were given approximately every hour. The rat was artificially respired. For further details, see Lawson et al. (1997) and Djouhri et al. (2012) . Intracellular recording was with borosilicate microelectrodes filled with fluorescent dye: Lucifer yellow, 5 mg/ml in 0.1 M LiCl, ethidium bromide, 6 mg/ml in 1 M KCl, or cascade blue, 30 mg/ml in 0.1 M LiCl. Electrodes were advanced until a resting membrane potential (Em) was obtained. The dorsal root was stimulated. When a somatic action potential was evoked by this, its latency from the stimulus (including utilization time) was used to calculate conduction velocity (CV). CV groups were C (Յ1 m/s), A␦ (1.5-6.4 m/s), or A␣/␤ (Ն6.5 m/s) based on compound action potentials recorded under similar conditions (Fang et al., 2002) . Em was recorded as the first stable value after penetration.
SF was recorded for Ͼ1 min after neuron penetration, but before sensory testing. Injury discharge was excluded, see published details .
Sensory receptive field identification. Hand-held mechanical stimulators were used to define neuronal sensory receptive properties as previously described (Lawson et al., 1997; Djouhri et al., 2012) . Neurons were classified according to intracellularly recorded firing evoked by stimulation of their hindlimb sensory receptive fields by a variety of stimuli. Low threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMs) responded to brush, gentle stretch or very gentle pressure, whereas nociceptors responded only to high intensity stimuli, such as strong pressure, pinch, needle pressure, or squeezing of the tissues. Subdivisions of A␣/␤-fiber LTMs included muscle spindle afferents that responded to light pressure, stretch, and vibration over the muscle and were not cutaneous (i.e., the receptive field did not move with movement of the overlying skin); or as cutaneous: (1) G hair or field (G/F) receptors, both of which responded to gentle movement across the skin, (2) as rapidly adapting glabrous receptors, or (3) slowly adapting stretch receptors.
C-fiber neurons recorded in these DRGs were mostly nociceptive, responding to noxious mechanical and/or noxious heat stimuli. Some were unresponsive but had action potential characteristics typical of nociceptors (Fang et al., 2005b) and were included with nociceptors as "nociceptor-type" neurons. A few neurons were cooling sensitive (responding to brief localized ethyl chloride spray) or were C LTMs. For more details, see Lawson et al. (1997) and Djouhri et al. (2012) .
In vivo dye injection. After CV and sensory properties were identified, neurons were injected with fluorescent dye (Lawson et al., 1997) , with 500 ms square wave pulses (Ϯ1.3 nA) at 1 Hz for up to 10 min for A-fiber neurons and up to 5 min for C-fiber neurons. After perfusion fixation and after fixation of DRGs (see Removal and preparation of tissues), serial 7 m cryostat sections were placed sequentially on 20 slides, and sections were examined under fluorescence microscopy to find the dyeinjected neuron(s). For further details about dye injection and identification of dye-injected neurons, including controls plus associated problems and how to overcome these, see Lawson et al. (1997) , Fang et al. (2002) , and Djouhri and Lawson (2004) . ABC TREK2 immunocytochemistry was on a section of each dye-injected neuron.
In vitro electrophysiology. Before recording, coverslips with adult DRG neurons cultured for 2 d and treated as above with scr-FAM or siRNA C (10 nM) plus scr-FAM, were incubated for 15 min at 37°C, 5% CO 2 with IB4-Alexa-594 (1:500 in PBS), then washed and kept in PBS with 10 mM HEPES buffer. Coverslips were placed in external solution containing the following (in mM): 135 NaCl, 5 KCl, 4 CaCl 2 , 2 MgCl 2 , 10 D-glucose, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.2, in a 500 l recording chamber at 35-37°C. The patch pipettes (Corning 8161; Harvard Apparatus) were pulled with a vertical Narishige puller, fire polished with a microforge (M-83; Narishige), and filled with a solution containing the following (in mM): 135 KCl, 5 MgCl 2 , 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 4 Na 2 ATP, 0.1 Li 2 GTP, and 0.1 leupeptin, pH 7.2. These ion concentrations were used in our Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) calculations (http://www. physiologyweb.com/calculators/ghk_equation_calculator.html). However, the intracellular Cl Ϫ concentration measured under similar recording conditions in DRG neurons was shown to be 31 mM due to intracellular buffering and cotransport effects (Alvarez-Leefmans et al., 1988; Costa et al., 1989) ; therefore, this is the value we used in the GHK equation. Tip resistances were 2-3 M⍀. Recordings were made only from neurons that were identified, under very brief fluorescence illumination, as both IB4 ϩ and FAM ϩ (see Fig. 3C ); they were all small neurons. The series resistance was compensated to 70 -95%. No corrections for liquid junction potentials were made. Neurons were accepted for analysis if they had (1) stable gigaOhm seals with no measurable leak, (2) Ems stable for Ͼ5 min, and (3) good visible integrity during recording. Ems were recorded with an HEKA EPC-10 amplifier (HEKA Elektronik), in the current-clamp mode of the whole-cell configuration. Data were acquired using analog-to-digital converter software (Scientific Solutions), low-pass filtered at 2 kHz, sampled at 20 kHz, saved, and analyzed offline.
Image analysis
All analyses were on images captured in black and white with a CCD camera (Hamamatsu) on a Leica DMRB microscope with 40ϫ objective. Fluorescence images were captured using filter blocks customized for Alexa-488, Alexa-594, and Pacific Blue (Glen Spectra). Images were analyzed before any processing. For presentation, some were processed off-line to create pseudocolor images for figures; those in any one figure were all processed the same.
Image analysis of in vivo-recorded dye-injected neurons. This was on bright field images, as captured. Scores and measures were by observers who were blinded to the neuron's sensory properties.
Subjective scoring. Cytoplasmic staining of the dye-injected neuron was scored subjectively, as follows: 0 ϭ negative; 1 ϭ just visible above background; 5 ϭ the most intense neuronal cytoplasmic staining in that section.
Objective analysis. Conversion of pixel densities to relative percentage intensities (abbreviated to %intensities throughout): The TREK2 ABC staining of each dye-injected neuron was determined as a percentage of maximum staining as follows. First, cytoplasmic mean pixel density (c) of the dye-injected neuron was measured. Then, all in the same section as the dye-injected neuron, the mean pixel densities of the three most lightly stained neurons (a, 0%, minimum ϭ background) and of the three most darkly stained neurons (b, 100%, maximum) were also measured. The percentage relative intensity of cytoplasmic staining in the dye-injected neuron was (100 ϫ ((c Ϫ a)/(b Ϫ a))%. At the same time, TREK2 mean pixel densities at the edge of the cytoplasm up to the membrane (edge) and in the mid or inner cytoplasmic regions (see Fig. 2B , inset) were measured within a carefully placed small (ϳ2 m 2 ) circle. These are also presented as percentages relative to the above minimum (background) and maximum total mean cytoplasmic values (a and b).
Image analysis for other studies. Objective analysis was similar to the above, but the mean total cytoplasmic pixel densities of the 5 most intensely and the 5 least intensely stained neurons in the analyzed section(s) or culture(s) provided 100% and 0% values, respectively. Analysis was made of all DRG neuronal profiles with a visible nucleus within the mid (largest) transverse section of the DRG. Images for each study were all captured simultaneously with identical settings. For each neuron, the cross-sectional area and mean cytoplasmic pixel density were determined. Pixel densities were inverted as necessary so that more reaction product resulted in a higher number for both ABC and fluorescence. Where these were converted to percentage values, this was as described above. Neurons were subdivided according to profile size as previously described: lumbar DRG neuron sizes (cross-sectional areas) in this age and gender of rats are related to fiber CV as follows: small (up to 400 m 2 ) mostly have C-fibers, medium-sized neurons (400 -800 m 2 ) mostly have A␦-fibers and large neurons (Ͼ800 m 2 , including only the upper part of the large neuron distribution) have A␣/␤ fibers (Fang et al., 2005b) .
To determine the effect of axotomy on Nav1.8 expression, only subjective scoring was performed. This was of whole cytoplasmic intensities as follows: 0 ϭ negative; 1 ϭ just clearly visible above background; 7 ϭ the most intense neuronal cytoplasmic staining in that section.
Thus, "%intensities" throughout mean objectively determined relative intensities, above background, as a percentage of maximum intensity as described above.
Neurons classed as positive. Percent intensities (see above) were defined as positive/negative ( ϩ/Ϫ ) for immunostaining, or IB4 binding, as follows. For TREK2, the subjective and objective scores for whole cytoplasmic staining for all dye-injected C-fiber neurons were highly linearly correlated (data not shown; r 2 ϭ 0.9, p Ͻ 0.0001). On this plot, a subjective score of 1 (just clearly visible immunostaining above background) corresponded to TREK2 %intensities that were approximately 25%. This level was therefore classed as TREK2 ϩ and Ͻ25% as TREK2 Ϫ . This 25% level was also defined as TREK2 ϩ for edge-, mid-, and inner-TREK2 %intensities. Thus, if edge-TREK2 was lower than cytoplasmic TREK2, a neuron with TREK2 ϩ cytoplasm (%intensity of Ͼ25%) would be classed as edge-TREK2 Ϫ (%intensity Ͻ25%). The same method was used for other antibodies/markers, as previously published (e.g., Fang et al., 2005a Fang et al., , 2006 , with the difference that, for these, the neurons that were subjectively scored as 1 (i.e., detected as visibly labeled) corresponded to lower %intensities (Ն20%), probably because of their higher signal-to-noise ratios. Finally, neurons were called neurofilament rich (NF-rich) if their RT97 fluorescence staining was visible, regardless of intensity, whereas NF-poor neurons had no visible staining (Lawson et al., 1984; Lawson and Waddell, 1991) .
Selection of neurons in DRG sections for analysis in each non-dyeinjection study.
In all these other studies: (1) only neuronal profiles with a visible nucleus were measured; (2) unless stated otherwise, 4 female rats were used per treatment; (3) for analysis of immunocytochemistry, 8 -10 regions of 3.66 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 mm 2 were captured from a transverse midsection of one L5 DRG (normal and ipsilateral) and regions with greater neuron:fiber densities were selected; and (4) ϳ100 neurons per DRG mid-section (i.e., per rat per treatment: 100 for normal and 100 for ipsilateral DRGs), totalling ϳ400 (range 363-588) per treatment.
Partial nerve injury and inflammation pain models
These models were as previously described . Brief details are given below.
L5 spinal nerve axotomy (SNA). In rats under isofluorane anesthesia, the left transverse process of the L6 vertebra was removed. Then the L5 spinal nerve was isolated, tightly ligated (6-0 silk suture), and transected (preventing fiber regeneration) just distal to the suture. The incision was closed in layers and allowed to heal.
Modified spinal nerve axotomy (mSNA). The procedure was as above for SNA, with the added modification of a chromic gut loose ligature around the L4 spinal nerve, which causes added inflammation and extra damage to the L4 spinal nerve.
In these partial nerve injury models, the L4 DRG contains both damaged (axotomized, nonconducting) and conducting (i.e., "uninjured") neurons with fibers that conduct from their receptive fields through the partially damaged nerve. Compared with SNA, the mSNA model results in more L4 neurons having axotomized and thus nonconducting fibers. mSNA also results in more SF in conducting L4 DRG neurons, plus greater SFL than SNA .
CFA-induced cutaneous inflammation. In all studies, a 100 l injection of Complete Freund's Adjuvant (CFA) (Sigma) was made intradermally under isoflurane anesthesia into the mid-plantar surface of the left hindpaw. Another identical injection was also made lateral to the left knee , in all studies except the in vivo siRNA study.
SFL, both duration (SFLd) and number (SFLn).
SFLd is a useful measure of spontaneous/ongoing pain in CFA and in these L5 spinal nerve axotomy models of pathological pain . SFL was measured by an operator blind to which rats received which treatment(s). To measure SFLd, the rat was placed in a plain perspex box with a glass floor; SFL was not measured until the rat had finished exploring, repositioning itself, or grooming. Once it ceased exploring and became stationary, the cumulative amount of time the ipsilateral hindpaw was lifted (SFLd) was measured over 10 min (two 5 min periods separated by Ն5 min). Lifts or flicks of the foot/leg that were too short to measure accurately were recorded as 0.5 s duration. The number of spontaneous footlifts (SFLn) was simultaneously recorded during the same durations. TREK2, TWIK1, TREK1, TASK3,  THIK2 , and THIK1 (all subcloned in pCMV-SPORT vector). Bottom, Same fields show immunostaining for TREK2 that was intrinsically very low (GFP alone), increased substantially after transfection with the chimeric TREK2-GFP and with TREK2, but remained very low after transfection with all non-TREK2 K2P channels tested. This antibody therefore selectively recognizes TREK2 and not the other K2P channel tested, including TREK1, structurally the closest related to TREK2. Scale bar, 40 m. B-D, TREK2 in DRG neurons is selectively expressed in IB4 ϩ neurons. B, Triple fluorescence immunocytochemistry shows TREK2 (blue) to be highly colocalized with IB4 binding (red). RT97 (green) is a marker for neurofilament (against a highly phosphorylated epitope on NF200) that selectively stains DRG somata with A-fibers (i.e., myelinated). TREK2 was only visible in neurofilament-poor (NF-poor, thus C-fiber) neurons, as shown by lack of (green) NF staining in TREK2 No SFL was observed contralaterally in normal rats or in rats injected with saline. This SFL was not due to static or dynamic allodynia nor was it influenced by the high thermal capacity of the glass because SFL did not differ in the same rats whether it was measured on a glass or perspex (lower thermal capacity) floor (this study, data not shown).
In vivo siRNA knockdown of TREK2
For in vivo behavioral studies, the siRNA knockdown approach has the following advantages over the use of global TREK2 knock-out transgenic mice: (1) the lack of long-term compensatory mechanisms; and (2) the siRNA knockdown was local, highly selective, and short-term and was therefore much less likely than transgenic global knock-out mice, to have effects on other systems that could influence behavioral responses.
Validation of the effectiveness of TREK2 knockdown by in vivo siRNA treatment. The efficacy of the in vivo TREK2 knockdown by siRNA was evaluated after SFL measurement (i.e., 4 d after siRNA/scr and 1 d after CFA). To test and optimize the transfection conditions, we first conducted a limited pilot experiment involving 4 rats (2 treated with siRNA and 2 with scr). In a second stage, the efficacy of the knockdown was examined by Western blot and immunocytochemistry in another 9 rats (representative examples of these are shown in Fig. 7 ). For the evaluation, rats were deeply terminally anesthetized (Na ϩ pentobarbitone 80 mg/ kg). Skin tissue was harvested for protein extraction and Western blotting, within 2 h of completing the behavioral tests. These rats were then immediately perfused with fixative, for removal of tissues. Immunocytochemistry was then performed on frozen sections of skin and sciatic nerve.
Influence in vivo of siRNA treatment on SFL. TREK2 was knocked down in vivo as follows. At day 0, a single 2 g dose of rat TREK2-specific siRNA (siRNA C, see above and Fig. 3 ) or scr siRNA, with the cationic polymer transfection reagent in vivo-jetPEI (Polyplus-transfection SA), was injected intradermally into the left hindpaw of 21 female Wistar rats. Neither these injections nor this transfection reagent caused any detectable inflammatory response in our experiments in agreement with other studies using the same reagent (Bonnet et al., 2008) . This intradermal route of siRNA delivery was previously successful (Murase et al., 2009) . Three days later, rats were injected at random with either saline (8 rats) or CFA (13 rats); SFLd and SFLn were examined 24 h later. Although local biosynthesis in afferent C-fibers/terminals occurs for some molecules (e.g., Asante et al., 2009), it is not known whether TREK2 synthesis occurs only in C-neuron somata or also in their fibers. The timing that we used (see below) allowed transport time for any knockdown in the soma to influence fiber TREK2 levels, and this timing would thus also allow knockdown of any TREK2 expression that may occur within the fiber. The total of 4 d after siRNA/scr injection should have allowed enough time for transport of siRNA to the DRG (2 d) and for TREK2 expressed in transfected DRG neuronal somata to be transported to the foot. We predicted that downregulation of TREK2 after TREK2 siRNA in fibers innervating the injected region would occur by 4 d after siRNA injection (i.e., 1 d after the CFA injection).
Statistics
Nonparametric tests were used except where all variables were normally distributed when parametric tests were used, see figure legends. All tests were with GraphPad Prism, version 5.
Results

TREK2 antibody characterization
The polyclonal TREK2 antibody that we used throughout was APC-055 (Alomone Labs) (see Materials and Methods). Figure  1A shows that this antibody recognizes heterologously expressed TREK2 and TREK2-GFP but not the structurally closely related TREK1 or any of the other K2P channels tested (TWIK1, TASK3, THIK2, THIK1), indicating very high selectivity for TREK2. We also confirmed the specificity of this antibody by Western blot of DRG tissue, where it recognized a band of the expected molecular weight (see Fig. 3A ).
TREK2 expression in small IB4
؉ DRG neurons across species Rat Figure 1B shows that strong neural TREK2 immunostaining (blue) was limited to small IB4 ϩ (red) DRG neurons; all clearly TREK2 (TREK2 ϩ ) neurons therefore show as purple/mauve in the merged image. The TREK2 ϩ neurons were neurofilament (NF)-poor (lack of green NF200 staining; Fig. 1B ). This suggests that clear TREK2 is limited to C-fiber neurons because NF-poor DRG neurons have C-fibers in rat (Lawson and Waddell, 1991) . TREK2 staining above background was not visible in the cytoplasm of large NF-rich neurons (i.e., with myelinated A-fibers), although occasional weak TREK2 staining of myelinated fibers with ABC immunocytochemistry (data not shown) means that we cannot exclude the possibility of low TREK2 expression in some A-fiber neurons. DRG neurons with cytoplasmic %inten-sities (i.e., relative percentages of maximum) of TREK2 Ն 25% were classed as TREK2 ϩ , and those with Ͻ25% (gray band on graphs) as TREK2
Ϫ (see Materials and Methods). Most TREK2 ϩ neurons were very small (Ͻ300 m 2 ; Fig. 1C ). The colocalization between TREK2 ϩ and IB4 ϩ (Ն20% maximum IB4 staining; see Materials and Methods) staining was almost complete (4 rats): 95.7% of 508 TREK2 ϩ neurons were IB4 ϩ , and conversely 98.6% of 493 IB4 ϩ neurons were TREK2 ϩ . Furthermore, cytoplasmic %intensities of TREK2 and IB4 were strongly correlated (Fig. 1D) . IB4
ϩ DRG small neurons were previously shown to be C-fiber nociceptors in rat, whereas a few weakly IB4 ϩ medium-sized (Ͼ400 m 2 ) neurons were D hair units . Thus, the TREK2 ϩ DRG neurons in rat, being small and IB4
ϩ , are probably all IB4 ϩ C-fiber nociceptors.
Other species
As in rat, TREK2 was also expressed in a subpopulation of small DRG neurons in both adult cat and guinea pig lumbar DRGs (Fig.  1E) . The sizes of the TREK2 ϩ neurons in cat are consistent with them being small NF-poor neurons (see Fig. 1 legend) . Double-4 (Figure legend continued. ) a percentage of maximum staining above background for that marker (see Materials and Methods); gray band(s) show(s) negative staining for TREK2 (Ͻ25% %intensity) and IB4 (Ͻ20% %intensity). C, TREK2 ϩ neuronal profiles with nuclei were Ͻ400 m 2 in cross-sectional area, and mostly Ͻ300 m 2 . D, TREK2 and IB4 %intensities were positively correlated in small neurons. (Spearman's correlation coefficient, r s , shown) and had a highly significant linear regression (r 2 ϭ 0.54, p Ͻ 0.0001). There was no significant correlation in medium to large neurons; these were negative for both (data not shown). E, F, TREK2 in DRG neurons of other species. Rat images included for comparison. E, Lumbar DRG cryostat sections, from adult rat and cat (L4) and 2 week female guinea pig (L6), immunostained by ABC against TREK2. As in rat, both cat and guinea pig showed small DRG neurons positively stained for TREK2. TREK2 ϩ neurons in cat (although larger than rat) are consistent with them being small NF-poor neurons. Small NF-poor neurons in adult cat lumbar DRGs have a mean diameter ϳ40 m; maximum ϳ50 m (Perry and Lawson, 1993) ; in rats, mean diameter ϳ18 m, maximum ϳ25 m. Thus, in three species, a subpopulation of small neurons shows clear TREK2 immunostaining. Scale bar, 40 m. F, Guinea pig DRG (as above) double-labeled for TREK2 immunocytochemistry and IB4 binding. As with rat, in guinea pig strong TREK2 staining (blue) is present in a subpopulation of small DRG neurons with clear IB4 binding; red dashed lines indicate outlines of large TREK2
Ϫ neurons for comparison with small TREK2 ϩ . Scale bar, 20 m. G, H, TREK2 and trkA are poorly coexpressed in rat DRG neurons. G, TREK2 (blue) and trkA (red) (double-immunofluorescence, pseudocolored) were not visibly colocalized. White dashed lines indicate outlines of large TREK2 Ϫ neurons. Scale bar, 20 m. H, Many neurons were negative for both trkA (Ͻ20% %intensity) and TREK2 (see below); others were TREK2 ϩ or trkA ϩ , and few were positive for both. %intensities of neurons of all sizes were weakly but negatively correlated (Spearman's). I, J, TREK2 and Nav1.9 are colocalized in small DRG neurons. Adjacent ABC-immunostained sections were examined because both primary antibodies are from the same species.I,TREK2andNav1.9werestronglycolocalized.Scalebar,25m.J,Strongcorrelation(Spearman's) between their %intensities in all sizes of neuron.
fluorescence studies in guinea pig showed that clear TREK2 is also (as in rat) present in IB4 ϩ small DRG neurons (Fig. 1F ) , but sensory properties of IB4 ϩ neurons may not exactly equate between species. Subsequent studies below are all on rat DRG neurons.
trkA is poorly colocalized with TREK2 in rat DRG neurons TREK2 showed little coexpression with trkA, the high-affinity NGF receptor; neurons were stained for either TREK2 (blue) or trkA (red), but rarely both (Fig. 1G) . There was only a negative (weak) correlation between these (Fig. 1H ) . Most (72%) TREK2 ϩ neurons were trkA Ϫ (Ͻ20% relative intensity), and most (75%) trkA ϩ neurons were TREK2
Ϫ . Only 6% of all neurons were positive for both; these are the few neurons outside both gray bands. Thus, TREK2 is only expressed in a subpopulation (25%) of trkA ϩ neurons with no positive relationship between their staining intensities. Nav1.9 is strongly colocalized with TREK2 in rat DRG neurons ABC immunocytochemistry of adjacent sections (Fig. 1I) showed Nav1.9 and TREK2 to be highly colocalized: 96% of TREK2 ϩ neurons were Nav1.9 ϩ (Ն20% maximum intensity), and 74% of Nav1.9 ϩ neurons were TREK2
ϩ . There was a highly significant positive correlation between their immunointensities in all sizes of neurons (Fig. 1J ) . These findings are consistent with Nav1.9 being highly and preferentially expressed in IB4 ϩ neurons .
Because activation of Nav1.9 causes a persistent (depolarizing) inward current (Cummins et al., 1999) , it was surprising that IB4 ϩ C-neurons (i.e., with high Nav1.9) were more hyperpolarized than IB4 Ϫ C-neurons Choi et al., 2007) , and so we hypothesized that other molecule(s) may be responsible for this hyperpolarization. From its histochemical distribution, TREK2 emerged as a good candidate. We therefore examined whether Ems were related to TREK2 levels in functionally characterized individual DRG neurons in vivo.
TREK2 in identified rat C-fiber neurons in vivo
Neurons with identified sensory properties ( Fig. 2A, examples) were dye-injected (upper row) and later stained for TREK2 (lower row). Of two C-nociceptors shown, the one with a high TREK2 %intensity had an Em of Ϫ52 mV, whereas the one with Figure 2 . In vivo, TREK2 is in small C-fiber nociceptors; their Ems relate to TREK2 levels. A-G, DRG neurons injected in vivo with fluorescent dye after Em recording and sensory receptor property identification (see Materials and Methods). A, Examples (arrows) of fluorescent dye-labeled neurons before (top) and after (bottom) TREK2 ABC immunocytochemistry. TREK2%intensities (see Materials and Methods) were determined at edge-, mid-, and inner-(perinuclear) cytoplasm (B, inset). The two C-fiber nociceptors (C-Nocis) have (left) a Ϫ52 mV Em and strong cytoplasmic, including edge, TREK2 intensity; then (mid-left) a Ϫ42 mV Em, with weak edge-but stronger mid-and inner-TREK2. The A␦ nociceptor (mid-right) and A␣/␤ LTM (far right) were TREK2
Ϫ (see Materials and Methods and below). Scale bar, 20 m. B-G, Cytoplasmic edge-and mid-TREK2%intensities of Ն25% (of maximum cytoplasmic staining; see Materials and Methods) were deemed positive. The negative staining (Ͻ25%) is shown as gray bands. B, C, Most C-nociceptors, not A-fiber neurons, were TREK2
ϩ . This was the case for edge-TREK2 (B), mid-TREK2 (C), and inner-TREK2 (data not shown). Only C-nociceptors and a C-cooling unit were edge-TREK2 ϩ ; all A-fiber neurons were edge-TREK2 Ϫ . Most were also mid-TREK2 Ϫ ; only a single A␦-LTM and an A␤ nociceptor were weakly mid-TREK2 ϩ . Median edge-and mid-TREK2 were highly significantly greater ( p Ͻ 0.0001) in C-nociceptors than in all A-neurons (Mann-Whitney). No differences between edge-or mid-TREK2 in A-neuron subtypes were seen (Kruskall-Wallis tests). Similar patterns to mid-TREK2 were also seen for inner-TREK2 (data not shown). D, Em magnitude in C-nociceptors was inversely related to edge-TREK2 (linear regression) but not to mid-TREK2 (E) or inner-TREK2 (data not shown), although weak trends are seen (arrows indicate C-neurons illustrated in A). F, G, Em magnitude in A-fiber neurons was unrelated to edge-or mid-TREK2 immunointensity in all, or any subgroup, of A-neurons examined. Edge-TREK2%intensities (F) and mid-TREK2%intensities (G) and inner-TREK2%intensities (data not shown) were all negative (Ͻ25%). ****p Ͻ 0.0001. lower %intensity, especially low at the cytoplasmic edge, had an Em of only Ϫ42 mV. The two A-fiber neurons shown illustrate the typical lack of detectable TREK2 staining above background in A-fiber neurons. For all neurons examined, %intensities of edge-and mid-TREK2 at the neuron periphery (Fig. 2B, inset) are plotted. Mid-and inner-TREK2 reflect intracellular localization; K2P channels are synthesized via RER-Golgi, packed into vesicles, and then sorted to the plasma membrane and they are usually detected in those intracellular compartments (Mathie et al., 2010) .
TREK2 is in somata of C-fiber nociceptors in rat
Edge-TREK2 (Fig. 2B) , mid-TREK2 (Fig. 2C) , and inner-TREK2 (data not shown) showed clear staining above background (Ͼ25%) in C-nociceptors, contrasting with TREK2 Ϫ (Ͻ25%) A-fiber neurons. The edge-, mid-, and inner-TREK2 median %intensities for C-nociceptors were highly significantly greater ( p Ͻ 0.0001) than for all A-fiber neurons and than those A-neuron subgroups with Ն3 neurons; there were no significant differences (Kruskall-Wallis test) between A-neuron subgroups (Fig. 2 B, C) . A high percentage of these identified C-nociceptors were TREK2 ϩ : 9 of 14 (64%) were edge-TREK2 ϩ , and 12 of 14 (86%) were mid-TREK2 ϩ . Thus, 3 of 14 (21%) were mid-TREK2 ϩ and edge-TREK2 Ϫ . These high percentages suggest that TREK2 may potentially influence a high proportion of C-nociceptors.
Given the high TREK2/IB4 colocalization, the above numbers are consistent with the previous finding that 72% of C-nociceptor-type neurons were IB4 ϩ and that strongly IB4 ϩ neurons were all nociceptor-type neurons . The only A␦ LTM was weakly mid-TREK2 ϩ but edge-TREK2 Ϫ , again consistent with the previous report that some A␦ LTMs (D hair neurons, medium-sized neurons) were weakly IB4 ϩ .
Membrane potential (Em) in rat Cnociceptors in vivo is related to edge-TREK2
C-neurons with greater edge-and mid-TREK2 were more hyperpolarized. Their Ems were significantly correlated with their edge-TREK2 %intensities (Fig. 2D) , both for C-nociceptors alone ( p Ͻ 0.01, r 2 ϭ 0.47, n ϭ 14, regression line shown) and for nociceptor-type neurons (these 14 C-nociceptors plus two unresponsive neurons) (r 2 ϭ 0.51, p Ͻ 0.01, n ϭ 16, regression line not shown). The two arrows in Figure 2D indicate the C-neurons illustrated in Figure 2A . %intensities for mid-TREK2 (Fig. 2E) and inner-TREK2 (data not shown) plotted against Em, display similar trends but without significant correlations. Ems of A-fiber neurons were not correlated with their edge-, mid-, and inner-TREK2 %intensities (Fig. 2 F, G, inner not shown). This study strongly suggests that Ems of C-nociceptors are influenced by levels of TREK2 at the cytoplasmic edge. Because TREK2 channels are mostly open at physiological temperature (Kang et al., 2005) , we can deduce from our data that functional TREK2 levels in the soma membrane are associated with edge-TREK2 levels. From this point onwards, we therefore focus mainly on edge-TREK2 levels.
In vitro TREK2 knockdown depolarizes Em in rat IB4
؉
DRG neurons
To test further the dependence of Em on TREK2 levels, we next examined whether knocking down TREK2 would affect the Ems of IB4 ϩ small DRG neurons in culture. This approach has advantages over using a global TREK2 knock-out because compensation is much less likely during a short-term (few days) depletion induced by TREK2 siRNA than during a longterm knock-out.
Of the three different siRNAs against rat TREK2 that were examined for their ability to knock down TREK2 protein expression in cultured adult rat DRG neurons, siRNA C (Fig. 3 A, B , arrows) was the most effective (median TREK2 expression de- ϩ FAM ϩ cultured DRG neurons (2 DIV), TREK2 knockdown by TREK2 siRNA C (plus scr-FAM) resulted in a highly significant median Em depolarization by ϳ10 mV, compared with only scr-FAM treatment. *p Ͻ 0.05. **p Ͻ 0.01. ***p Ͻ 0.001. ****p Ͻ 0.0001. Blue dashed arrows indicate theoretical Ems calculated with the GHK equation, for normal DRG neurons and for those with no TREK2, using the percentage (69%) of Em K ϩ standing current that was due to TREK2 in TREK2-expressing small neonatal DRG neurons (Kang and Kim, 2006) .
creased by 54% compared with scr). siRNA C was therefore subsequently used throughout. This siRNA was highly selective (see Materials and Methods).
Neurons were chosen for patch clamp if they (1) showed detectable levels of scr-FAM (green) because these were deemed likely to be successfully transfected with siRNA, and (2) were also IB4 ϩ (red). Examples are indicated by arrows in Figure  3C .
Median Ems in small IB4 ϩ (thus presumably C-nociceptor) DRG neurons in culture were significantly more depolarized, by ϳ10 mV, after knockdown of TREK2 with siRNA C (plus scr-FAM) than after treatment with only scr siRNA (Fig. 3D ). This depolarization after TREK2 knockdown suggests that (1) TREK2 normally causes more hyperpolarized Ems in these IB4 ϩ neurons and (2) the high TREK2 expression in IB4 ϩ neurons may be the cause of the more hyperpolarized Ems of IB4 ϩ than IB4 Ϫ C-neurons (see earlier).
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz calculation of theoretical TREK2 contribution to Em
The above section shows that TREK2 contributed ϳ10 mV of normal Em in small (C-fiber) cultured IB4 ϩ DRG neurons at 37°C. At first sight, this seems a much lower percentage of Em than suggested by the 69% of K ϩ standing current (that is largely responsible for Em) contributed by TREK2 (Kang and Kim, 2006) in neonatal rat DRG small neurons. We therefore used the GHK equation theoretically to predict the effect on Em of decreasing the K ϩ permeability by the 69% of Kang and Kim (2006) . For this GHK calculation, we assumed the following relative permeabilities ( P) of K ϩ , Na ϩ , and Cl Ϫ at resting Em: P K ϭ 1; P Na ϭ 0.05; P Cl ϭ 0.45. We chose the ion concentrations used in our in vitro recordings with a [Cl Ϫ ] i ϭ 31 mM (see Materials and Methods). In these conditions and at 37°C (310.14K), the GHK predicted resting Em is Ϫ54.6 mV, very close to the median resting Em (Ϫ54 mV) in our IB4
ϩ cultured neurons without TREK2 knockdown (i.e., treated only with scr-FAM) (Fig. 3D , GHK predictions in dotted blue arrow). We then examined the effect of decreasing P K by the TREK2 contribution to the overall K ϩ leak current estimated by Kang and Kim (2006) (69%) . That is, we recalculated Em assuming that P K , initially 1, decreased to 0.31. If other values were unchanged, the resulting Em from the GHK equation was Ϫ41.7 mV. This is slightly (3.3 mV) more depolarized than the median Em of Ϫ45 mV in cultured IB4 ϩ small neurons after TREK2 knockdown by siRNA C (Fig. 3C, blue arrow  by siRNA, D) . The GHK predicted depolarization if TREK2 was removed was thus 13 mV, whereas that measured in vitro at ϳ37°C after TREK2 knockdown (incomplete) was ϳ10 mV. This GHK prediction is thus consistent with TREK2 contributing a substantial proportion of the standing current that causes the Em in adult rat DRG IB4 ϩ neurons (this paper) as it does in TREK2 ϩ rat neonatal neurons (Kang and Kim, 2006) . In this case, solving the GHK equation using the Em value we recorded after TREK2 knockdown suggests that this treatment caused a 56% decrease in P k . This should mean that TREK2 contributed ϳ56% of the K ϩ standing current. However, our measured Em probably results from incomplete knockdown (also see Discussion). Our results (1) are therefore consistent with the suggested 69% contribution of TREK2 to Em standing current at 37°C Kang and Kim (2006) and (2) support our proposal that the ϳ10 mV depolarization we observed in vitro is TREK2-dependent and is likely an underestimate of the full effect of TREK2.
Axotomized rat C-fiber neurons have depolarized Ems and decreased edge-TREK2
After L5 spinal nerve axotomy 7 d earlier, we made the unexpected observation that ipsilateral axotomized L5 C-fiber neurons in vivo were ϳ10 mV depolarized compared with normal (nonaxotomized) C-fiber neurons (Fig. 4A) . Interestingly, the edge-TREK2 in small neurons of ipsilateral axotomized L5 DRGs was reduced (highly significant; Fig. 4B-E) , whereas that in the inner cytoplasm was significantly increased compared with normal. Figure 4D , E shows the pale regions (white double-headed arrows) at the cytoplasmic edge, with darker staining inner, perinuclear cytoplasm. This suggests a loss of edge-TREK2 compared with normal (Fig. 4C) , with accumulation of TREK2 deeper in the cytoplasm. This seems likely to result in a loss of membrane-related TREK2. This is therefore a further example of depolarization in C-fiber neurons being associated with decreased edge-TREK2 and supports the view that edge-TREK2 levels probably reflect levels of functional TREK2 in the membrane. In small DRG neurons, peripheral axotomy decreased edge-TREK2 and depolarized Ems. A, Seven days after L5 spinal nerve axotomy, Ems of ipsilateral L5 C-fiber neurons in vivo were ϳ10 mV more depolarized than normal (unpaired t test with Welch's correction, p ϭ 0.034). *p Ͻ 0.05. B, Edge, mid, and inner (Fig. 2B, inset) cytoplasmic TREK2%intensities in normal (N) versus axotomized ipsilateral (Ax) L5 small (cross-sectional area Ͻ400 m 2 ) DRG neurons. Medians plus interquartile ranges are shown. For each region (edge, mid, inner), medians for N and Ax groups were compared (Mann-Whitney tests). After axotomy, compared with normal, edge-TREK2 decreased ( p Ͻ 0.001) ipsilaterally and mid-TREK2 showed a small decrease ipsilaterally. In contrast, inner TREK2 increased ipsilaterally. *p Ͻ 0.05. ***p Ͻ 0.001. C, Edge-TREK2 is normally high. D, Ipsilaterally, edge-TREK2 was reduced substantially 7 d after axotomy. E, Higher-power (100ϫ objective) enlargement of regions in white rectangles in D. Arrows indicate pale edge-TREK2 staining. Scale bars, 20 m.
Why do axotomized rat C-neurons not show spontaneous firing (SF)?
Despite being depolarized (above), axotomized L5 C-fiber DRG neurons do not show SF after 6 -7 d (Michaelis et al., 2000 ; Djouhri et al., 2012) , unless fiber regeneration is possible, as previously discussed . The Na ϩ channels Nav1.8 and Nav1.7 together constitute the main excitatory machinery in these nociceptors (see Discussion). Interestingly, after axotomy, small DRG neurons show decreased Nav1.8 (mRNA and protein) and TTX-resistant Na ϩ current (Cummins and Waxman, 1997; Dib-Hajj et al., 1998; Sleeper et al., 2000; Decosterd et al., 2002) and decreased Nav1.7 mRNA (Kim et al., 2002) . We therefore examined whether 7 d after axotomy these channels were downregulated in small TREK2 ϩ neurons because this could account for the lack of C-fiber neuron SF.
There was substantially reduced immunoreactivity for both Nav1.8 (Fig.  5 A, B) and Nav1.7 (Fig. 5C ) ipsilaterally in small TREK2 ϩ L5 neurons 7 d after L5 spinal nerve axotomy, which all (as in Fig.  4) show very low TREK2 at their cytoplasmic edges.
On the basis of all the above findings, we next hypothesized that TREK2 in conducting C-nociceptors would, by keeping their Ems hyperpolarized, limit the SF during inflammation or after partial nerve injury .
Role of TREK2 in spontaneous pain behavior SF and Em in neuropathic pain models
To test this hypothesis, we first examined whether C-neuron SF rate is related to Em in some pathological pain models that give rise to C-neuron SF. We used two related rat models of neuropathic pain: the SNA and mSNA models (see Materials and Methods). We chose these models because the conducting L4 C-nociceptors exhibited a wider range of SF rates than C-nociceptors conducting from CFA-inflamed skin Djouhri et al., 2012) , and this wider range should increase the likelihood of detecting any relation between SF firing rates and Em.
In the conducting L4, C-nociceptors in SNA and mSNA rats that showed SF, the firing rates were negatively and linearly related to their Ems (Fig. 6A) . That is, higher rates of SF occurred in neurons with more depolarized Ems. However, in both models, those conducting C-nociceptors with no SF (firing rate equals 0, blue symbols) showed a wide range of Ems. Approximately 30% of the neurons in SNA and mSNA showed SF as previously described . Thus, regardless of Em, many C-nociceptors do not show SF, but in the group with SF the firing rate was correlated with Em. Figure 5 . Axotomy 7 d earlier decreased Nav1.8 and Nav1.7 as well as TREK2 expression. A, Blinded subjective scoring (0 ϭ no visible staining; 7 ϭ maximum staining intensity) of whole cytoplasmic Nav1.8 immunointensities in L5 DRG sections from 4 normal (N) and 4 axotomized rats ipsilaterally (Ax). Medians plus interquartile ranges are shown. The median decreased significantly after axotomy (Mann-Whitney test). **p Ͻ 0.01. B, Nav1.8 (red) in TREK2 ϩ neurons (blue): double immunofluorescence of L5 DRG sections. Left, Normal untreated. Right, After L5 spinal nerve axotomy 7 d earlier. Images are illustrative of results in the 4 rats per group. In merged images (bottom), coexpression shows as purple/mauve. Nav1.8 and TREK2 are normally colocalized, but Nav1.8 was markedly decreased in TREK2 ϩ neurons as well as medium-and large-size neurons after axotomy. White dashed lines indicate neuronal outlines after axotomy because these are hard to detect due to decreased edge-TREK2 and decreased Nav1.8 in TREK2
ϩ neurons. Scale bar, 20 m. C, Nav1.7 (red) in TREK2 ϩ (blue) neurons. Images are illustrative of similar results from 4 normal and 4 axotomized rats. Left, Normal untreated. Right, One week after ipsilateral L5 spinal nerve axotomy. Both antibodies were raisedinrabbit.ImmunostainingsforTREK2andNav1.7werethusinadjacentsections.Bothsectionsweredouble-labeledwithIB4(green), and numbers are to aid alignment of neurons between sections. Normally, Nav1.7 expression was high in TREK2 ϩ neurons (e.g., 1, 2, and 4)butwasnotlimitedtotheseneurons(e.g.,3).Afteraxotomy,comparedwithnormal,Nav1.7immunostainingwassubstantiallyreduced insmallTREK2 ϩ neurons(4 -6);TREK2isretractedfromtheneuronedge;1isalargeneuron,negativeforallthesestains.AsinB,neuronal outlines are indicated with white dashed lines. Scale bar, 20 m.
Spontaneous pain behavior and TREK2 after CFA-induced skin inflammation
The next question we addressed was whether the extent of the spontaneous pain behavior (spontaneous foot lifting, SFL) was related to ipsilateral DRG neuron TREK2 levels (immunoreactivity) in a pain model.
SFL during inflammation is related to TREK2 expression
We used the CFA model for the following reasons. Although C-nociceptors with SF in SNA, mSNA, and CFA models are "inflamed" (i.e., subject to inflammatory influences) (Wu et al., 2001; Watkins and Maier, 2002; Djouhri et al., 2006 Djouhri et al., , 2012 , the CFA model is simpler to study immunocytochemically because most or all L5 neurons are "inflamed." In contrast, in the nerve injury models, although ipsilateral L4 DRG neurons mostly have intact/conducting fibers subject to neuroinflammation, ϳ20 -40% have axotomized/damaged fibers . Histological studies of their ipsilateral L4 DRG neurons are thus hard to interpret because phenotypic changes in axotomized and "inflamed" neurons differ markedly, often going in opposite directions .
CFA-induced SFL: effect of natural variation in TREK2 levels
Interestingly, 1 d after CFA, the rats with greater ipsilateral SFL had lower TREK2 immunostaining. Both the SFLd (Fig. 6B ) and the SFLn (Fig. 6C) were significantly linearly, but inversely, correlated with the median TREK2 pixel densities of small neurons of the ipsilateral L5 DRGs. This was the case for measures of whole cytoplasmic, and of edge-, mid-, or inner-TREK2 pixel densities.
All the above findings together suggest that, by maintaining a hyperpolarized Em, and limiting spontaneous C-nociceptor firing, TREK2 may limit spontaneous pain. We therefore hypothesized that reducing the expression of TREK2 in vivo should result in increased spontaneous pain behavior.
CFA-induced SFL: effect of in vivo TREK2 knockdown
Because there are no selective pharmacological agents for TREK2, we used siRNA to knock down TREK2 in vivo to test this hypothesis directly. We used the highly selective siRNA C, as earlier (see Materials and Methods).
The siRNA treatment knocked TREK2 down effectively as shown by the following: (1) a consistent reduction in the lower band (MW ϳ55 kDa) in Western blots of skin tissue (examined in 9 rats; 4 rats shown, see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 7A ) after siRNA treatment (Rats 3 and 4), not after scr (Rats 1 and 2). This lower band is of similar MW to the one we found from purified cultures of DRG neurons. The upper band may correspond to a TREK2 isoform expressed by non-neuronal cells (Simkin et al., 2008; Mirkovic and Wickman, 2011) ; it was not reduced by the siRNA treatment. (2) Decreased TREK2 immunostaining in IB4 ϩ cutaneous nerve fibers and in epidermal keratinocytes after TREK2 siRNA, not scr treatment (Fig. 7B) . (3) Decreased TREK2 (red) in IB4 ϩ (green) nerve fibers after TREK2 siRNA in the proximal portion of the nerve branch innervating ipsilateral plantar skin (5-10 mm from the injection site). In contrast, after scr treatment only, IB4 ϩ (green) fibers clearly express TREK2 (red). This decrease after siRNA occurred regardless of whether they had saline or CFA treatment (Fig. 7C) . Thus, importantly, regardless of the site of expression for TREK2 (neuronal somata and/or fibers), at this time, the immunocytochemical levels of TREK2 in the nerve fibers innervating the injected region were demonstrably reduced. This also proves that siRNA was transported along the fibers, something we confirmed using scr-FAM (data not shown).
TREK2 knockdown increased CFA-induced SFL
CFA injection caused increased SFLd (Fig. 7D) and SFLn (Fig.  7E) , whether preceded by scr siRNA ( p Ͻ 0.01) or by TREK2 Figure 6 . A, SF rate was related to Em in C-neurons in neuropathic pain models. SF rate in intact L4 C-nociceptors was significantly linearly correlated with Em 7 d after SNA and mSNA surgery (see Materials and Methods and Results) . B, C, SFL 1 d after CFA was related to ipsilateral TREK2 levels. In ipsilateral L5 DRG small neurons in 5 rats 1 d after CFA-induced cutaneous inflammation, there were significant linear correlations of (B) SFLd and (C) number of SFLn with median ipsilateral L5 small DRG neuron TREK2 pixel densities for each rat, whether in entire cytoplasm, or edge, mid, or inner cytoplasmic regions. Thus, SFL after CFA in individual rats was related to ipsilateral TREK2 levels in small DRG neurons.
siRNA C injection ( p Ͻ 0.001). After TREK2 siRNA knockdown, this CFAinduced SFL was significantly greater than after scr treatment, by more than twofold.
The knockdown seen in the epidermal keratinocytes (and any knockdown that occurs in other non-neuronal cells local to the injection site) could potentially have contributed to the increased SFL in response to CFA if something released from these local cells triggers firing in fibers of IB4 ϩ C-neurons. However, taken with the observations that (1) naturally occurring lower TREK2 levels in these C-neurons were associated with higher SFL (Fig. 6B,C) and that (2) TREK2 immunoreactivity after siRNA was substantially decreased in the nerve fibers (Fig. 7C) , the logic points to an important contribution to the increase A, TREK2 Western blot of skin tissue, at the site of scr (1, 2) or siRNA (3, 4) injection 4 d previously, and 1 d after either saline (1, 3) or CFA injection (2, 4) at the same site. Top, The lower TREK2 band (MW ϳ50 kDa, the band that we and others find in DRG tissues) was almost eliminated by siRNA, not scr, treatment, regardless of whether rats were injected with CFA or saline. The upper band was not reduced after siRNA. The MWs of these bands are consistent with them being two of the three known rat TREK2 isoforms (see Results and Discussion). Bottom, ␣-Tubulin loading controls. B, TREK2 knockdown by TREK2 siRNA in nerve fibers and epidermis (Ep) in plantar skin. Left, after scr siRNA injection. Right, after TREK2 siRNA injection. Both treatments were followed by CFA injection. Tissue was taken 4 d after scr/siRNA treatment (1 d after CFA). Triple fluorescence staining for ␤-tubulin III (blue, to stain nerve fibers), IB4 binding (green), and TREK2 (red). White dashed lines indicate junctions between epidermis (above) and dermis (below). In the merged images, colocalization of all three markers shows as white or very pale (bottom left image). After siRNA, red TREK2 staining in epidermis and in groups of nerve fibers (shown as blue and/or green) was reduced, showing substantial knockdown in vivo of TREK2 near the siRNA injection site. Scale bar, 25 m. C, TREK2 knockdown by local TREK2 siRNA in the nerve innervating plantar skin. This knockdown, seen 5-10 mm from the siRNA injection site, occurred whether rats were subsequently treated with saline or CFA. There was decreased fiber TREK2 immunostaining (red) in TREK2 siRNA, not scr siRNA, treated rats, so that IB4 ϩ fibers (green) showed little/no TREK2 (red). Scale bar, 50 m. D, E, SFL after CFA increased after TREK2 siRNA compared with scr control. Ipsilateral SFLd (D) or SFLn (E) after siRNA C compared with scr treatment did not increase before saline injection (day 3, columns 1 and 2) or after saline injection (day 4, columns 3 and 4), or before CFA injection (day 3, columns 5 and 6). However, after CFA, it caused increased SFLd (D) and SFLn (E) in both scr ( p Ͻ 0.01, columns 7 vs 5) and TREK2 siRNA ( p Ͻ 0.001, column 8 vs 6) rats. This increase was ϳ2-fold greater (for both SFLd and SFLn) after siRNA than after scr treatment ( p Ͻ 0.05, column 8 vs 7). Statistics refer to both duration and events throughout. That is, the effect on SFL (duration and number of footlifts) of TREK2 knockdown was evident only after CFA treatment, when it doubled the CFA-induced SFL. *p Ͻ 0.05.
in SFL being from lower TREK2 in the sensory neurons, whether occurring naturally or due to knockdown.
Discussion
We provide evidence that (1) TREK2 has a hyperpolarizing influence on Ems of C-nociceptors of Ն10 mV, (2) C-nociceptor SFrates are limited by hyperpolarization, and (3) TREK2 limits inflammation-induced spontaneous pain behavior.
TREK2 expression across species
The highly conserved K2P channel sequences from Drosophila melanogaster (Goldstein et al., 1996) , Aplysia californica (Jezzini and Moroz, 2004) , and zebrafish (Gierten et al., 2012) to mammals (Bayliss and Barrett, 2008) suggests widely conserved function. TREK2 presence in small DRG neurons in rat, guinea pig and cat, suggests that TREK2 may perform key functions in C-nociceptors in diverse species.
The high percentage of rat C-nociceptors expressing TREK2 (64 -86%) suggests widespread TREK2 influence on these neurons. It is consistent with Ͼ70% being IB4 ϩ given the high TREK2/IB4 colocalization (seen also in guinea pig). Although control mechanism(s) of TREK2 expression are unknown, the correlation between IB4 and TREK2 %intensities implicates similar influences (e.g., trophic factors) on both.
Relation of Em to edge-TREK2
The correlation of neuronal soma Em with edge-TREK2 (but not mid-TREK2) and the depolarization of C-fiber neuronal somata with decreased edge-TREK2 after axotomy together suggest that Em depends on functional membrane-related TREK2 levels and that this functional TREK2 is related to edge-TREK2.
Extent of Em dependence on TREK2
Several experiments suggest that the TREK2-dependent component of Em in DRG C-neurons is at least 10 mV. These include the following: (1) comparison of Ems of IB4 ϩ (i.e., TREK2 ϩ ) with IB4 Ϫ (i.e.TREK2 Ϫ ) C-nociceptors both in vitro at room temperature (Choi et al., 2007) and in vivo at Ͼ30°C ; (2) depolarization of C-neurons in vivo (Ͼ30°C) associated with decreased edge-TREK2 after axotomy; (3) correlation of Em in C-nociceptors with edge-TREK2 %intensities; and (4) depolarization of IB4 ϩ neurons in vitro at 30°C by incomplete TREK2 knockdown. These may all underestimate the extent of the TREK2-dependent Em due to either (1) temperature: TREK2 is more active at 37°C than at lower temperatures (Kang et al., 2005) ; or (2) TREK2 being incompletely lost, e.g., after axotomy or with incomplete siRNA knockdown or both (1) and (2). We conclude that TREK2 is responsible for at least a 10 mV hyperpolarization in IB4 ϩ C-nociceptors, probably more at 37°C. If TREK2 siRNA had off-target effects on other ion channels, they could either result in an underestimation or overestimation of the TREK2 dependence of Em. However, such off-target effects are unlikely because of the extremely high selectivity of the siRNA we used, and our conclusion rests on a variety of results (see above) not solely on siRNA knockdown.
Simple GHK modeling of effects of partial TREK2 knockdown on Em suggests that ϳ56% of the Em-related K ϩ permeability in IB4 ϩ DRG neurons in vitro was TREK2-dependent. Although this value is likely underestimated (incomplete knockdown and temperature), it is very close to the 69% described by Kang and Kim (2006) for neonatal DRG neurons.
If at least 10 mV of Em is TREK2-dependent, what ion channels might contribute to the residual ϳ40 mV? This is speculative because expression/activity of other potential Em-contributing channels in IB4 ϩ neurons is unknown. The first is TREK2, which may well contribute Ͼ10 mV (above). Other candidates are other K2Ps (TRESK is in all sizes of DRG neurons) (Dobler et al., 2007; Yoo et al., 2009) , Cl Ϫ channels (Mayer, 1985) , and voltage-dependent K ϩ currents (such as Kv7.2/7.5 or K ATP ). The last group were reported to contribute very little (Ͻ1.3%) normally to the resting K ϩ -standing current at 37°C (Kang and Kim, 2006) , although their contribution would increase with greater depolarization.
Published studies, including ours, exclude DRG neurons with Ems of Ϫ40 mV or more positive, to avoid values influenced by electrode-penetration damage. However, the correlation of stable Em with edge-TREK2 over the Em range of Ϫ30 to Ϫ55 mV suggests that some C-neurons may normally be more depolarized than Ϫ40 mV because of low edge-TREK2 levels.
Likely effects of TREK2 on DRG neuronal membrane properties
The K ϩ permeability resulting from open TREK2 channels (Noel et al., 2011) causes hyperpolarization and decreased membrane resistance., which should stabilize the membrane against depolarizing influences. This could explain why IB4 ϩ (thus TREK2 ϩ ) compared with IB4 Ϫ C-neurons are significantly more hyperpolarized Choi et al., 2007) and also have greater current thresholds for activation (Choi et al., 2007) . TREK2 may therefore contribute to the high thresholds of IB4 ϩ C-nociceptors and thus be central to their nociceptive phenotype.
The TTX-resistant Nav1.8 channel is not inactivated by persistent depolarization (unlike the TTX-sensitive Navs); in contrast, it can be activated when threshold is reached (ϳϪ35 mV) and supports repetitive firing at depolarized Ems (Akopian et al., 1996) . Nav1.8 is highly expressed in most C-nociceptors in rat DRGs and carries the majority of their action potential inward current (Renganathan et al., 2001; Blair and Bean, 2002) . Active TREK2 is thus likely to be very important in C-nociceptors, because by keeping Em Ն10 mV further from the Nav1.8 threshold, it would decrease the likelihood of firing and the consequent pain.
Lack of spontaneous firing after axotomy
Although depolarization normally increases the likelihood of C-nociceptor firing (see above), depolarization after axotomy is not associated with SF if regeneration has been prevented (see Materials and Methods) . This can be explained as follows: Nav1.7 is important for impulse generation (Herzog et al., 2003) , and Nav1.8 for the action potential inward current (see above); thus, they are the major excitatory machinery in C-nociceptors. The substantially decreased Nav1.8/Nav1.7 immunoreactivities in small TREK2 ϩ neurons could therefore account for the absence of SF in axotomized C-neurons, despite their decreased TREK2 and depolarization.
Significance of decreased edge-TREK2 after axotomy
The decreased edge-TREK2 in small (nociceptive) DRG neurons after axotomy probably results in decreased membrane TREK2, decreased K ϩ leakage, and thus reduced energy consumption by the Na ϩ K ϩ -ATPase. This would be energetically efficient in a membrane that is unlikely to fire, even though it is depolarized.
After axotomy, the reduced edge-TREK2 and increased inner-TREK2 indicate altered TREK2 trafficking; this may relate to decreased peripherally derived trophic factor(s).
TREK2 and pathological SFrate in C-fiber nociceptors
Although we published the correlation between the extent of spontaneous pain behavior and SFrate in conducting L4 C-nociceptors in SNA, mSNA, and CFA models in 2006 , subsequent progress in understanding influences on SFrate has been slow. This is because of technical difficulties of recording intracellularly in C-nociceptors in vivo for long enough to determine SFrates. However, our present findings that in neuropathic pain models their SFrates are influenced by Em, which in turn is controlled by TREK2, contribute substantially to this understanding. Furthermore, the greater SFL in rats with lower TREK2 (whether lower in small DRG neurons by chance, or after TREK2 knockdown by siRNA) suggests that spontaneous pain is limited by endogenous TREK2 levels/activity. All the above point to an intrinsic protective role of TREK2 against ongoing, spontaneous, pain. Because of the close correlation between SFL and SF (above), this increased SFL is indirect evidence, consistent with our other evidence, that TREK2 limits pathological SFrate in C-nociceptors. Because TREK2 is activated by thermal and mechanical stimulation (Kang et al., 2005 (Kang et al., , 2007 , it may limit responses of IB4 ϩ neurons to these stimuli (Pan et al., 2003; Alvarez et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2012) . Interestingly, visceral inflammation decreases TREK2/TREK1 mRNA expression in DRG neurons, which may contribute to their increased mechanosensitivity (La and Gebhart, 2011; La et al., 2011) .
Increased synaptic strength leading to central sensitization could result from increased activity in afferent C-fibers, probably because of their increased excitability and/or depolarization arising from "multiple causes" (Sandkühler and Gruber-Schoffnegger, 2012) . It would be interesting to determine whether TREK2-induced hyperpolarization and limitation of SFrate in C-nociceptors may limit central sensitization and, if so, whether this may also limit evoked pain.
Soma versus fiber
Our finding that pathological C-nociceptor SFrates are related to soma Em, despite the SF being initiated in the fibers , suggests that Ems in fiber and soma are related. It s not known whether their values are the same because Ems in C-fibers and their nerve endings have not been determined.
In conclusion, this is the first demonstration of a role for TREK2 (or any K2P channel) in contributing to Em in a functionally identified subset of DRG sensory neurons. This subset includes most C-fiber nociceptors, including most IB4 ϩ neurons. Their Em relates to edge-TREK2 levels (probably indicative of membrane-related TREK2). At least 10 mV of their soma Em is TREK2-dependent. After peripheral axotomy, C-neuron edge-TREK2 expression decreases, with associated depolarization, but no associated SF, probably due to massive downregulation of Nav1.8 and Nav1.7, making these fibers hypoexcitable. In neuropathic pain models, SFrate in conducting C-nociceptors is faster in more depolarized neurons. TREK2 knockdown (1) depolarizes IB4 ϩ neuron Ems in vitro and (2) increases spontaneous pain behavior in vivo. Both (1) and (2) are supported by other data not involving TREK2 knockdown. Finally, the innate protection against ongoing spontaneous pain provided by endogenous TREK2 expression in C-nociceptors may offer a novel therapeutic approach for pathological pain treatment, by enhancing TREK2 expression/activity. In addition, novel pathological pain therapies should preserve this important endogenous protective mechanism.
